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ABSTRACT

Aim We present an integrated approach lor predicting future range expansion of
an invasive species (Chinese tallow tree) that incorporates statistical forecasting
and analytical techniques within a spatially explicit, agent-based, simulation
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Methods We drew upon extensive field data from the US Forest Service and the

US Geological Survey to calculate spread rate from 2003 to 2.008 and to
parameterize logistic regression models estimating habitat quality tor Chinese
tallow within individual habitat cells. We applied the regression analyses to
represent population spread rate as a function of habitat quality, integrated this
function into a logistic model representing local spread, and coupled this model
with a dispersal model based on a lognormal kernel within the simulation
framework. We simulated invasions beginning in 2003 based on several different
dispersal velocities and compared the resulting spatial patterns to those observed
in 2008 using cross Mantel's tests. We then used the best dispersal velocity to
predict range expansion to the year 2023.
Results Chinese tallow invasion is more likely in low and flat areas adjacent to
water bodies and roads, and less likely in mature forest stands and in pine
plantations where artificial regeneration by planting seedlings is used. Forecasted
invasions resulted in a distribution that extended from the Gulf Coast ol Texas

and Louisiana northward and westward as much as 300 km, representing
approximately 1.58 million ha.
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Main conclusions Our new approach of calculating time scries projections of
annual range expansion should assist land managers and restoration practitioners
plan proactive management strategies and treatments. Also, as field sampling
continues on the national array of HA plots, these new data can lie incorporated
easily into the present model, as well as being used to develop and/or improve
models ol other invasive plant species.
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INTRODUCTION

popcorn tree [Triadica sebifera (L.) Small, Euphorbiaceae,
synonyms include Sapium sebifcrinn (I..) Roxb and Stillingia

The forestlands of the southern United Stales are representa
tive of ecosystems whose unique native flora and fauna arc
threatened by the introduction and rangeexpansion of invasive

sebifera WilkL], in particular, has been an aggressive invader
throughout the south-eastern United States (Tig. I) since the
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Figure 1 Current distribution of Chinese
tallow in forestlands of the southern Uni

9 Chinese tallow absent

ted States (USDA 2008a).

• Chinese tallow present

mid-1900s (Flack & Furlow, 1996; Bruce el al., 1997; Grace,
1998), and has become naturalized from the Gulf Coast of
Texas to the Atlantic Coast of North Carolina (Bruce ct al.,

1997; Burns & Miller, 2004). In the Gulf Coast, coastal tallgrass
prairies have been largely converted to Chinese tallow wood
land thickets and it is aggressively invading wetlands, as well as
a variety of southern forestlands (Bruce ct al., 1995). It has
become the most abundant tree species (23% of all trees) in the
eight-county area surrounding Houston, Texas (Nowak ct al.,
2005), and the dominant woody sapling species in east Texas
and Louisiana forests (Harcombe el al., 1999; Rudis ct al.,

2006). Moreover, feral hog disturbance (Sicmann el al., 2009)
and recent hurricane damage in both Louisiana and Texas are
hastening the conversion of the rich native forests to Chinese
tallow-dominated ecosystems (Chapman ct al., 2008). This will
likely have profound long-term ramifications for the ecological
integrity of this biologically diverse region.
Management strategies to contain and reverse the Chinese
tallow invasion would be aided by reliable predictions of
spread rales, habitats at risk and potential distribution. This
knowledge can lead to delineating /ones of invasion that
require specific actions to target outliers and the advancing
fronts (Miller & Schelhas, 2008). Yet such predictions remain a
challenge because of modelling and data limitations. Wc
present an approach for predicting future range expansion of
Chinese tallow in forestlands of east Texas and Louisiana that

integrates statistical forecasting and analytical techniques
within a spatially explicit, agent-based, simulation framework.
Using this approach, we identify where new invasionsare most
likely to occur, and forecast the probablespeed and geograph
ical extent of future range expansion.
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occurred on 17% and 15.5 %, respectively, of forested plots
recently sampled by the United States Forest Service (USDA,
2008a). The biology, ecology and impact of Chinese tallow in
the forestlands of southern United States have been well

studied (see Appendix SI in Supporting Information).
Model structure and dynamics

To predict the future range expansion of Chinese tallow in
forestlands of east Texas and Louisiana, we developed a

spatially explicit, agent-based, simulation model, programmed
in VB.NET© (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA). The model

consisted of 11,553 geo-referenced cells (agents), each repre
senting a 2428-ha plot of land. We assume that the size of one
cell is 2128 ha based on the FIAsampling frame. FlA's network
of permanent ground plots has a spatial sampling intensity of
approximately one plot per 2428 ha (USDA, 2005). Wc
merged the US Forest Service data sets using the FIA plot
identification numbers and spatially joined them with land-use
and land cover (LULC) data (USGS, 2009) via ArcMap™ 9.1
(ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). Next we superimpo.sed a grid of

4927 x 4927 m (2428-ha) cells, classifying cells containing
> 50% of forest cover as forestlands. Wc then imported the
data associated with each cell into VB.NET©, where each cell

was represented as an agent with ascribed characteristics and
rules governing its dynamics.
The rules governing each agent, which generated annual
changes in the percentage of land occupied by Chinese tallow
(i.e. the time step for solution of the model is I year;
At = 1 year), represented spread within the cell plus invasion
from other cells (Fig. 2):

NUn =N,., +r,N;f [1 - Nuk '] + £ /c„N,.,

(I)

METHODS

Target ecosystem and invasive plant

Chinese tallow is an aggressive invasive species that has spread
throughout the coastal forests and wet prairies of southern
United States, especially in cast Texas and Louisiana, where it

where Nitl represents the percentage of land occupied by
Chinese tallow in cell / at time /, rf is the intrinsic spread rate, K

is the carrying capacity for each cell and fy is a lognormal
dispersal kernel that varies with invasion velocity. We provide
details regarding the manner in which we estimated kaand the
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• Dispersal model

Q: Nl.„, = Nit+rrN,sfi-N.sK '/
where £,,is lognomwil kernel

where v= 100%

[Fig. 4J

• Regression analysis
n =/(»(?,)
[Table 3]

Logistic regression model
• Geometric spread model
JN/tlt = rfN,

= «r/i»n I\"\\)t[l+t".xiHiH-XV)]
[Table 2]

• Field data

-

Figure 2 Diagrammaticrepresentationof
the linkages among field data, population
spread model and dispersal model within a
spatially explicit, agent-based, simulation
framework. Bold letters represent param

Non-native invasive plants datasct

eters that were estimated (HQ;, »;) or cal

General FIA dalasel

ibrated (kjj) based on field data.

other two model parameters, r, and HQf (the habitatqualityof
cell i, which determines r,), as well as details regarding model
structure in Appendix S2 in Supporting Information.
Model application

explore two additional considerations regardingpotential range
limits, the possibleeffects of climate change (Crowl ct al, 2008;
Jaincvich & Slohlgren, 2009) and post-invasion adaptation
(Thompson, 1998; Bossdorf ct al, 2005), we ran two additional
sets of long-term simulations, once again initially eliminating

To project the invasions of Chinese tallow in forestlands of east

the Chinese tallow north of 31° N latitude. In the first set, wc

Texas and Louisiana, we ran 240, 20-year, Monte Carlo
simulations with the initial percentage land cover of Chinese

increased mean extreme minimum temperatures by 2 °C. In the
second set, we re-paramelcrized the habitat quality indexes
(HQ„ see Table SI in Supporting Information) based on data

tallow based on that reported during the first field sampling
cycle (USDA, 2008b). These field data were collected from

from seven counties in South Carolina (USDA, 2008b), which

2001 to 2005, thus projections extended over approximately
the next two decades. We exported the geo-rcferenced
simulated data to ArcMap™ to visualize the spatial-temporal

we assumed represent Chinese tallow that have adapted to

patterns of invasions.

Also, to compare our model projections with estimates of
northern range limits based on current climatic conditions

(Pattison & Mack, 2008), we ran a set of long-term (240, 120-

cooler climatic conditions (Pattison 8c Mack, 2009).

RESULTS

Model parameterization

year, Monte Carlo) simulations, parameterized as described

Results of logistic regression, which showed no statistical

earlier except that wc eliminated the relatively few Chinese

evidence of zero inflation (P = 0.24), indicated that Chinese

tallow reported north of 31° N latitude (USDA, 2008b) to

tallow is more likely to occur in low areas, flat areas, and areas
adjacent to water bodies and roads, and less likely to occur in

provide a more sharply defined initial northern range limit. To
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mature forest stands and stands in which there has been artificial

Thebest fit equal ion(R' = 0.61) relat ingspread rate totheindex

regeneration (Table 2). It is also more likely to occur on private
than public land (Table 2). HQ, values, which ranged from
< 0.01 to 0.78, generally decreased from south to north (Fig. 3),
demonstrating the likelihood of occurrence of Chinese tallow

of habitat quality (r, = 0.3077 x exp(1.0182 x HQ,), Table 3)
projected times from initial colonization in favourable habitat
(HQ = 0.7829) to 99% occupancy in 18 years, wilh complete
occupancy achieved in 29 years (Fig. 4). Bruce e/ al (1995)
reported that Chinese tallow could colonize and completely

was also related positively to mean extreme minimum temper
ature. These findings are similar to those of Gan ct al (2009).

occupy a favourable habitat within 20-30 years.

Table 1 Landscape features, climatic conditions and forest conditions (iNOAA, 2008; USDA, 2008a) identified as potential independent
variables to estimate habitat quality (HQ - probability of invasion) for Chinese tallow on forested plots in east Texas and Louisiana.
Value or unit of measure

Variable

Expected sign of impact Mean (min, max) or frequency

Landscape features
56.33 (-30.48, 1158.24)

Elevation

Slope
Adjacency to water bodies within 300 m

Degree

4.65 (0, 77.5)

0: no

0:4051

I: yes

1:957

Climatic conditions

Mean extreme minimum temperature

-7.89 (-12.22,0)

'C

Forest and site conditions

Stand age
Site productivity (height-age curve categories)

37.55 (i, 145)

Years
1:0-1.39

-»/-

2: 1.40-3.49
3: 3.50-5.94

3: 1335

4: 5.95-8.39

4: 1866

5:8.40-11.54

5: 1259

6: 11.55-15.74

6: 242

7: > 15.74 m* ha"' per year
Species diversity
Forest management activities

I: 12
2: 263

Shannon's species diversity

7:31
4/-

1.37 (0, 2.81)

and disturbances

Timber harvest*

0: 3641

0: no

1: yes

I: 1367

Site preparation"

0: no

0: 4723

1: yes

1: 285

Artificial regeneration

0: no

0:3151

Natural regeneration

0: no

1: yes

Distance to the nearest road from the centre of plot

Fire damage*

I: 1857

+/-

0: 4893

1: yes

I: 115

I:< 30

1:336

2: 30-91

2: 733

3: 91-152

3: 593

4: 152-305

4: 1022

5: 305-803

5: 1429

6: 805-1609

6: 593

7: 1609-4828

7:253

8: 4828-8047

8: 24

9: > 8047 m

9: 25

0: no

0: 4834

I: yes

1: 174

Animal damage*

0: no

0: 4981

1: yes

1: 27

Wind damage* (including hurricanes and tornados)

0: no

0: 4826

1: yes

1: 182

Others

Forestland ownership

0: public
I: private

+/-

0: 502
I: 4506

'Nominally within the past 5 years. With damage codes, at least 23% of the trees in a stand must be damaged to warrant a code of I.
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Table 2 Landscape features, climatic conditions and forest con

(Table 4). This is somewhatfaster than the dispersalvelocity of

ditions (from Table 1) selected, based on the indicated results of

approximately 1000 in per year estimated by Renne el al.

logistic regression, to estimate habitat quality (HQ = probability

(2000) based on field experiments involving Chinese tallow
seed dispersal by birds in coastal South Carolina, and
noticeably faster than the velocity of approximately 800 m
per year estimated by Morales & Carlo (2006) usinga spatially
explicit simulation model for generic plant dispersal by

of invasion) for Chinese tallow on forested plots in east Texas and
Louisiana.
Estimated

Odds

Variable

coefficient

ratio

/'-value

Elevation

-0.0030

0.9970

< 0.0001

Slope
Adjacency to water

-0.0851

0.0184

0.0061

0.6187

1.8565

< 0.0001

-0.1071

0.8984

< 0.0001

1.7578

5.7097

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

frugivorous birds.

Prediction of range expansion

Predictions of range expansion in east Texas and Louisiana
indicated that Chinese tallow has the potential to expand from
< 1% (0.32%) of forestlands that it occupied in the year 2003
to approximately 7.54%of forestlands in 2023 (USDA 2008a,b;
Fig. 5). This represents roughly 1.58 million ha. Geographi
cally, the projected invasions extended from the Gulf Coast of

bodies within 300 m

Distance to the
nearest road
Mean extreme
minimum

temperature

Stand age
Artificial regeneration
Forestland ownership

-0.0112

0.9889

-0.1993

0.8193

0.0140

0.7213

2.0571

< 0.0001

Constant

-8.6334

P-value of

Texas and Louisiana northward and westward as much as

300 km, with the most severe invasions occurring along rivers
and other permanent inland water sources (Fig. 6).
Results of our long-term simulations assuming current
conditions (no climate change and no post-invasion adapta
tions) suggested that Chinese tallow could expand northward
to approximately 34° N latitude within 115 years (34° N
latitude was the northern limit of the geo-referenced data
used in this study), or roughly 334 km north of its current
distribution, but with the rate of range expansion slowing
markedlyas the leading edge moved north (Fig. 7). Our longterm projections assuming either climate change (2 °C increase
in mean extreme minimum temperatures) or post-invasion
evolutionary adaptation to colder temperatures, as one might
expect, suggested somewhat faster northward expansion,
leaching 34° N latitude within 101 or 106 years, respectively
(Fig. 7). The average annual rates of range expansion projected

< 0.0001

0.5422

Hosmer-I.emeshow
test

Akaike information

3394.30

criterion

Overall correct

77.3%

prediction
Number of

5008

observations

Of the various dispersal velocities that we evaluated, only a
velocity 1231 m per year (1/4 the width of a grid cell)
produced simulated invasion patternsthat were not statistically
significantly different (P < 0.05) from the observed pattern

Habitat quality (HQ)
for Chinese tallow

•

L.J 0.0<HQS0.2
[3 0.2<HQS0.4
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Figure 3 Estimated habitat quality (high
HQ = high quality, estimated HQ values
ranged from < 0.01 to 0.7829) for Chinese
tallow in forestlands of east Texas and
Louisiana.
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Table 3 Comparison of several functional relationships between
spread rate of Chinese tallow (r,) and the index of habitat quality
(HQ,), including linear (1) r{ = a + bHQ„ logarithmic (2)

r.^a + InHQi, power (3) r, = a + MIQ;1 and (4)
/-, - a + bHQf, and exponential (5) r, = flexp(b(HQ,)"5l, (6)

48 7-

£

5

n=a-exp(iiHQj) and (7) r; - aexp[/>(HQ;)J. Adjusted R2 values
also are presented. P-values of all coefficients were < 0.01.
Equation

R-

(1)

r, = 0.3385+0.7088 HQ;

0.1634

(2)

r, = t.0399 + 0.5670ln(HQ,)

0.2488

O)

r,= 0.6839

0.2820

(•»)

r, ^0.3385+0.70S8HQ?

0.0803

(5)

r, -r 0.3146cxp(0.7557-vTTQ;;

0.4887

(7)

0.0064-HQ,-"'

r, =0.3077cxp(I.OI82IIQ,)

0.6142

r(- = 0.2776cxp(l.5601HQ~)

0.5035

3 8

DSOOIOrlMnOiniDNOOlO

©oo©r,ir'r^

ooooooooooo

*-*-»-*-»-cNrMfMr>i

oooooopp

Year

Figure 5 Mean (based on 240 Monte Carlo simulations) per
centage (± SE) of forest land in east Texas and Louisiana invaded
by Chinese tallow, as projected by Equation 1 assuming an inva
sion velocity of 1232 m per year.

100

-^r- 0.6828 (HQ = 0.7829)
-•- r = 0.5668 (HQ = 0.6)
-*- r= 0.4624 (HQ = 0.4)
— r = 0.3772 (HQ = 0.2)

so

fe
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70-|

ideas currently being discussed in the literature and to
demonstrate the flexibility of our approach.

60
50-

DISCUSSION
30-i
20
10
0
0

2

4

6

Figure 4 Spread rates(r) ofChinese tallow in habitatsof different
quality (HQ), as projected by equation (6) in Table 3
(r, = 0.3077 cxp( 1.0182 HOj)). Empirically estimated HQ
values ranged from < 0.01 to 0.7829.

Table 4 Comparisons, via likelihood comparison and spatial
correlation (cross Mantel's test), of the observed invasion pattern
for Chinese tallow (USDA, 2008b) to those simulated assuming

each of several invasion velocities (m per year). /, is the scale
parameter, which representsdispersal velocity in grid-width units.
Velocity

I

Likelihood

Mantel's r

P value

4927.00

1

-163.5015

0.0056

0.933

2463.50

1/2

-93.4777

0.0114

0.915

J642.33

1/3

-91.6520

0.0731

0.308

1231.75

1/4

-87.4683

0.1497

0.028

983.40

1/5

-90.2572

-0.1033

0.237

821.17

1/6

-94.0599

-0.1003

0.229

703.86

1/7

-95.7848

-0.0726

0.468

for the current conditions, climate change, and post-invasion
adaptation scenarios were 2.96, 3.34 and 3.19 km per year,
respectively. We emphasize that these long-term projections
arcintended to provide only general points of comparison with

We have presented an approach for predicting future range
expansion of an invasive species at temporal and spatial scales
consistent with management needs and available data. Our
approach integrates statistical forecasting with analytical tech
niques within a spatially explicit, agent-based, simulation
framework. In the following sections, we consider the
theoretical and empirical basis for our approach, interpret

our findings in the light of Chinese tallow ecology and
management, and provide some caveats.

Theoretical and empirical basis for modelling
terrestrial plant invasions

The spatial spread of invasive species hasbeena subject of both
theoretical and empirical study for decades and recently has
been the topic of two excellent review papers (Hastings et «/.,
2005; Jongejans et «/., 2008). The theoretical basis for much of
this work can be traced back to the pioneering work by Fisher
(1937) and Skellam (1951) on linear diffusion models,
followed by seminal contributions recognizing the importance
of age-specific differences in rates of movement and repro
duction (Bosch et al., 1992) and differences in the probability
distribution of dispersal distances (Kot et til., 1996). Building
on these contributions, increased emphasis has been placed on

representing both local demography and dispersal behaviour of
invasive species. Representations have ranged from simple to
complex depending on modelling objectives, ecological com
plexity of the system, data availability and the principle of
parsimony (Jongejans et a/., 2008). Local demography can be
represented by simple models of exponential or logistic spread
(Begon et al.t 1996), more complex age-structured matrix
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models (Caswell, 2000), or complex individual/agent-based
models (DeAngelis & Gross, 1992; Grimm & Railsback, 2006).

Dispersal can be represented by empirical/phenomenological
models with simple, exponential or Gaussian probability
distributions of dispersal distances. More complex representa
tions are 'fat tail' distributions of dispersal distances or
mechanistic models that represent the behavioural complexity
of animal dispersers (see Table 2 in Jongejans el al., 2008).

Increased emphasis also has been placed on overcoming long
standing difficulties associated with representing the effect of
habitat heterogeneity (Hastings. 1996; With, 2002; SebertCuvillier et al, 2008; Thuiller et al, 2008; Smolik et al, 2010).

Habitat data limitations are becoming less severe with the
availability of geo-referenced field dala, while statistical tools

such as logistic regression and principal component analysis
are more commonly used to quantify static distribution
models (Stephenson et al., 2006; Yantis, 2006; QuesadaMoraga et al., 2007), to place confidence intervals on fore

casted rates of spread and to quantify landscape heterogeneity

558

Figure 6 Typical simulated invasion
pattern of Chinese tallow, (a) Pattern
observed in the year 2003 (USDA, 2008b),
with which alt simulations were initialized,

(b-e) Time series of patterns based on
otte typical stochastic simulation.

(Hastings et al, 2005). Recently, Sebert-Cuvillier et al (2008)
applied principal component analysis to estimate probabilistic,
spatially explicit, dispersal indices to simulate range expansion
of an invasive tree species in France, and Smolik et al (2010)
used logistic regression to estimate spatially explicit, habitat
suitability functions to simulate range expansion for an
invasive forb species in Austria.
In the spatially explicit, agent-based, simulation framework
developed for this study, we represented local (within cell)
demography based on a simple model of logistic spread (Begon
et al, 1996). Local habitat quality significantly affects the
spread rate of Chinese tallow (Bruce et al, 1995; Renne el al,
2001; Siemann 8c Rogers, 2007) because of intraspecific,
density-dependent competition for availability light and
nitrogen (Siemann & Rogers, 2003; Lin et al, 2004). We
estimated local spread rate as a function of local habitat quality
via logistic regression, drawing upon geo-referenced field data
from the US Forest Service's extensive national forest resource

survey (Rudis et al, 2006). Habitat quality, and hence spread

Diversity and Distributions, 17, 552-565, © 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Carolina, estimated a dispersal velocity of around 1000 m

per year. Our results also were similar to those reported by
Morales 8c Carlo (2006), who used a spatially explicit
simulation model to estimate a dispersal velocity of approx

33.5 - •

imately 800 m per year for plants dispersed by frugivores.
Clark et al (2003) used a stochastic model based on informa

tion from a variety of sources to estimate a range of annual
velocities of seed dispersal by birds: 90% of the seeds were
dispersed from the parent tree 0-100 m, 8% were dispersed

32.5

o

32-Current conditions

100-500 m, 1.7% were dispersed 500-5000 m and 0.3% were

Climate change

> 5000 m.

31.5

Post-invasion adaptations
—I

2000

2020

2040

20M)

20R0

2 KM)

Chinese tallow ecology

2120

Year

Our projections of spread and range expansion for Chinese
tallow at local and regional scales are consistent with our
current ecological knowledge of the species. Chinese tallow
obviously is an aggressive invasivespecies that thrives in warm,

Figure 7 Preliminary projections of Chinese tallow range
expansions assuming current conditions (no climate change and
no post-invasion adaptations), climate change (2 °C increase in
mean extreme minimum temperatures) and post-invasion evolu
tionary adaptation to colder temperatures (habitat quality indexes
(HQ,) re-parameterized based on data in South Carolina). See text

moist climates (Patlison & Mack, 2008). Our simulated spread
rales from initial colonization to complete local (within cell)
occupancy in favourable habitats (HQ = 0.7829) indicated
that 99% occupancy would be reached in 18 years and 100%
occupancy in 29 years, overlapping broadly with local spread
rates reported by Bruce et al (1995) for favourable habitats
(20-30 years). Some of the most extensive stands of Chinese
tallow along the Texas and Louisiana coasts occur in lands
adjacent to rivers and standing water (Bruce et al, 1997;Bunas
8c Miller, 2004), and as our simulations suggest, these rivers
provide excellent dispersal corridors into major watersheds

tor details.

rale, varied from cell to cell, to yield an explicit expression of
habitat heterogeneity. We represented dispersal based on an
empirical model, assuming a lognormal probability distribu
tion of dispersal distances, which has been used successfully lo
approximate the observed dispersal patterns for a number of
species with wind- and animal-dispersed seeds similar to

(Bruce et al, 1995; Pattison 8c Mack, 2008). Our estimated

Chinese tallow (Stoyan 8c Wagner, 2001; Greene & Caloger-

dispersal velocity (approximately 1.2 km per year) is somewhat
faster than the dispersal velocity (approximately 1.0 km per
year) estimated by Renne el al. (2000) in coastal South

opoulos, 2002; Greene et al, 2004; Russo et al, 2006). We

estimated the lognormal kernel by comparing simulated
invasion patterns resulting from various hypothesized invasion
velocities to observed invasion patterns based upon geo-

Girolina, most probably reflecting differences in regional
disturbance regimes, minimum temperatures and landscape
structure (Collingham 8c Huntley, 2000; Davis et al, 2000;

referenced Forest Service data (Rudis et al, 2006), likelihood
comparisons and cross Mantel's tests (Dutillcul et al, 2000).

With, 2002).

To complete our integrated model, weaddedan element of age
structure, based on Chinese tallow life-history information, by
not allowing invasions to originate from a cell until 3 years
after its initial colonization, and an element of uncertainty by
allowing cells to be invaded probabilistically.
Our simulated invasions exhibit spatial patterns and veloc

Several recent studies have raised questions regarding the
northern limits to range expansion by Chinese tallow in North
America. Although it has been considered frost intolerant (J.A.
Duke, unpublished data), there are persistent populations of
Chinese tallow in relatively cold climates in Asia (Lee, 1956),
and recent experimental studies provide evidence that Chinese

ities similar to those reported in the literature; however, our

tallow can tolerate colder climatic conditions than it encoun

simulations provide a dynamic, ratherthan static, projection of

ters at the current northern limit of its distribution in North

spread at a finer spatial resolution (4927 m vs. 55,659 m) than

American (Pattison 8c Mack, 2009). A projection based on
matching climate parameters in Asia to those in North
America, using the model CLIMEX (Sutherst 8c Maywald,
1985), suggests that Chinese tallow is capable of expanding

has been reported, to the best of our knowledge, previously.
Our model projected the spread of Chinese tallow from the
region close to the Gulf of Mexico northward and westward

into the forests of Arkansas (Fig. 6). at a velocity of approx
imately 1231 m per year. Patlison & Mack (2008), using their
CLIMEX model, which projects species distributions based on
key climatic parameters, also projected the northward and

westward spread of Chinese tallow through the forests of
Arkansas. Renne et al. (2000), based on experiments involving
Chinese tallow seed dispersal by birds in coastal South

500 km northward from its current distribution in the south

eastern United States (Pattison 8c Mack, 2008). Our pre
liminary long-term projections suggest that Chinese tallow
could expand northward to approximately 34° N latitude, or

roughly 334 km north of its current distribution (Fig. 7).
Two additional considerations regarding potential range
limits of Chinese tallow, and indeed of invasive species in
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general, are that they may be affected by (I) even modesl
temperature increases because of global climate change (Growl
et al, 2008; Jarnevich 8c Stohlgrcn, 2009) and (2) relatively
rapid post-invasion evolutionary adaptations because of strong
selective pressures in new environments (Thompson, 1998;
Bossdorf et al, 2005). In fact, changes in physiological and
morphological traits related to herbivore pressures have been
demonstrated in invasive populations of Chinese tallow
(Siemann 8c Rogers, 2001; Rogers 8c Siemann, 2005; Zou
et al, 2007). Our two long-term projections assuming repre
senting (1) a modest increase in global temperature or (2)
adaptation to cooler climatic conditions, as one might expect,
suggest somewhat faster northward expansion of Chinese
lallow, with average annual rales of range expansion projected
approximately 3.34 and 3.19 km per year, respectively, faster
than those projected under current conditions (Fig. 7). Once
again, we emphasize that these long-term projections are
intended to provide only general points of comparison with
ideas currently being discussed in the literature and to
demonstrate the flexibility of our approach.

Chinese tallow management
The control of biological invasions has become a topic
discussed at the highest scientific, policy and management
levels (Lodge et al, 2006). While long-term invasive plant
management strategies are recognized as essential to reduce the
ecological damage and economic costs associated with inva
sions, the development and implementation of such plans lags
considerably behind. Most invasive plant management, includ
ing that of Chinese tallow, has emphasized controlling highly
infested areas, despite the knowledge that invasions are best
mitigated during the early stages of recruitment and establish
ment (Moody 8c Mack, 1988; Shcley et al, 2006) or control of
oullier populations (Miller & Schelhas, 2008). Like many other
invasiveplant species, recruitment limitation and demographic
time lags tend to slow the range expansion of Chinese lallow
(Primack 8c Miao,

1992; Tilman, 1997; Crooks, 2005).

However, after a threshold of adult, seed producing trees is
surpassed, and dispersal probabilities increase greatly (Bower
et al, 2009), emphasizing the need for a spatially explicit,
temporally dynamic model to predict where and when initial
invasions might be expected, and where effective monitoring
plots might be placed.
At present, we are aware of only two spatially explicit models
for Chinese tallow, both of which are static (Pattison 8c Mack,
2008; Gan et al, 2009). We are unaware of olhcr models for

Chinese tallow that are capable of incorporating geo-refer
enced field data and projecting invasions on temporal and
spatial scales consistent with management needs. The models
of Pattison 8c Mack (2008) and Gan et al. (2009) correlate data
on presence or absence of Chinese lallow with land character
istics and climatic conditions to estimate invasion vulnerabil

ities. However, this binary representation of input data seems
inappropriate for many invasion cases (Murphy & LovettDousl, 2004), and the resulting static vulnerabilities do not
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provide an understanding of invasion dynamics that can
inform control strategics (Wilson et al, 2007).
Our approach offers land managers and restoration practi
tioners the ability to project time series of annual range
expansions at an appropriately fine spatial scale, providing an
invasion chronology upon which to base proactive manage
ment plans. The integration of logistic regression into the
spread model allows the spatial prediction of continuous
gradients in suitability. Along such continuous gradients,
trade-offs between local habitat quality and local population
size, and time lags between initial invasion and subsequent
dispersal from a given locality in promoting the invasion
process can be captured more appropriately (Smolik et al,
2010). Our approach also provides the flexibilityto explore the
potential influences of invasivespecies on a variety of processes
that occur at markedly different spatial and temporal scales.
Processes ranging from global climalic change, to regional
changes in land use and land ownership, to local changes in
habitat characteristics can be incorporated directly into the
calculation of local habitat quality indexes, which affect local
spread and, subsequently, invasion velocity.
As field sampling continues on the national array of FIA
plots, these new data can be incorporated easily into the
present model, as well as being used lo develop and/or improve
models of other invasive plant species. To date, we have
developed similar models for Chinese privet (Ugtistrum sinense
Lour.), European privet (Ligustrum vulgare L.) and Japanese
honeysuckle {iMiiiccra japonica Thunb) (Wang, 2009). The
United States Forest Service currently is investigating a variety
of methods, including use of remote sensing data, to interpo
late field data and cover non-sampled areas (USDA, 2005).
These data also could be incorporated into our model to
provide a better understanding of the roles of different landuse types in facilitating or hindering the invasion process.

Caveats

Providing reliable predictions of the spread rates of invasive
species, the habitats most al risk and potential distribution
limits remain a challenge. Factors affecting invasion processes
operate at different spatial and temporal scales, resulting in
data limitations and modelling challenges. Habitat quality
affects shorter-term population growth and local spread, while
landscape characteristics interact with innate dispersal abilities
of invaders to affect longer-term regional spread (Pysek et al,
2002; Bradley 8c Mustard, 2006; Wilson et al, 2007). We have
integrated statistical forecasting and analytical techniques
within a spatially explicit, agent-based, simulation framework
to predict future range expansion of Chinese tallow in
forestlands of the southern United States. To paraphrase the
oft-quoted statement regarding models, we are quite sure our
model is wrong, but we believe it is useful. Below we provide
some caveats with regard to our representations of habitat
quality and local spread, dispersal and regional spread, and
the effects of particular landscape features as dispersal
corridors.
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Range expansion of Chinese tallow tree
We estimated habitat quality and local spread by applying
logistic regression to data on landscape features, climatic
conditions and forest conditions collected over a 5-year period

by the United States Forest Service. Three valid criticisms of
such an approach are that (I) the calculations of habitat quality
may be biased because of the zero-inflation problem (the
absence of the focal species from relatively many sample plots;
Lee ct al, 2001), (2) the inclusion of different independent
variables might have markedly changed the likelihood esti
mates (Agresti, 2007) and (3) the relative importance of the
independent variables may vary with the stage of invasion
(Wilson ct al, 2007). In the present study, our logistic
regression model showed no statistical evidence of zero
inflation. The second two criticisms are generic problems
related to structural uncertainly in the mathematical repre
sentation of natural systems (Walters, 1986). The possibility
always remains that we failed to include some important
explanatory variables and that the relative importance of those
variables that we have included depends on the current state of
the system. We identified our set of potential independent
variables following Gan et al (2009), who also recently studied
the invasion of Chinese tallow in forestlands of the southern

United States. Provided the data, others could be included

easily in the calculation of habitat quality. Also, provided time
series data on the independent variables, or the functional
relationships between the variables and the stage of invasion, it
would be easy to recalculate the habitat quality indexes for each
cell each time step during a simulation. This is an interesting
idea that could be pursued in future work.

We estimated dispersal and regional spread using a
lognormal dispersal kernel. Estimation of seed and seedling
cmpirical/phenomenological dispersal within forests has been
an area of intensive study (Greene cl al, 2004), and many
functional forms of dispersal curves have been used, including
exponential power (Burczyk & Koralewski, 2005; Klein ct al,
2006), Gamma

(Clark cl al,

1999; Klein

et al, 2006),

generalized logistic (Klein et al, 2006), geometric (Klein
ct al, 2006), half-Cauchy (Skarpaas et al, 2005), Laplace
(Bullock et al, 2006), lognormal (Skarpaas et al, 2005;
Bullock ct al, 2006), Wcibull (Tufto et al, 1997; Klein et al,
2006) and 2Dt (Bullock ct al, 2006; Klein et al, 2006). For

example, Clark ct al (1999) argued that for predicting
tropical seed dispersal, the 2Dt kernel is better than the
Weibull kernel, which Ribbcns et al. (1994) preferred for
estimating hardwood seedling recruitment, while Stoyan &
Wagner (2001) argued that the lognormal is better than the
2Dt for estimating wind-driven fruit dispersion in forests.
Obviously, choice of the appropriate functional form depends

on the biological complexity of the predominant dispersal
mechanisms involved, as well as the management objective
and the available data (Jongejans ct al, 2008). Empirical
delineation of seed dispersal kernels has been particularly
difficult because the individual dispersal curves of trees

has approximated observed dispersal patterns well for a
number of trees with wind- and animal-dispersed seeds,
because of its peaked, fat-tailed form (Stoyan 8c Wagner,
2001; Greene 8c Calogeropoulos, 2002; Greene el al, 2004;
Russo et al, 2006). We assumed the shape parameter S = I.
This is the default value for wind- and animal-dispersed tree

species in closed forests (Greene et al, 2004), as decreasing 5
makes fat tails loo thin to permit population persistence
(Nathan 8c Muller-Landau, 2000). However, exploration of
different combination*, of the shape parameters S and L using
maximum likelihood methods for species with different

dispersal mechanisms remains a fruitful area of investigation.
Our representation of the effects of particular landscape
features as dispersal corridors was implicit in our habitat
quality indexes. Pattison & Mack (2008) indicated that rivers
and other sources of perennial water could act as dispersal
corridors for Chinese tallow, and the potential importance of
the hydrological system in long-distance seed dispersal is well
documented (Muneepeerakul et al, 2008; Merritt et al,
2010). Some of our highest habitat quality estimates occurred
in low areas, flat areas and areas adjacent to water bodies,
and our projections indicated that the most severe invasions
spread along rivers and other permanent inland water
sources. However, we did not explicitly represent the
facilitation of longer-distance dispersal because of the hydrological connectivity of the landscape. Likewise, although some
of our highest habitat quality estimates occurred along roads,
we did not explicitly represent the facilitation of invasion by
human transportation networks and human population
growth (Davis et al, 2000; Crowl et al, 2008; Flory & Clay,
2009). The extent to which particular landscape features
might accelerate invasion could be explored with the present
model by hypothesizing movement rates along specific
corridors and 'seeding' new trees in habitat cells along these
routes at appropriate intervals during simulations. This
would be an interesting exercise, but is beyond the scope of
the present study.
The value of modelling in fields like ecology and natural
resource management is not to make precise predictions, but
rather to provide clear caricatures of nature against which to
lest and expand experience (Walters, 1986). The caricature of
nature represented by the present model is based upon data
from roughly 5008, 2428-ha plots of land that currently arc
forested (USDA, 2008a). Chinese tallow also can invade other

land-use types for which comparable data are not available
(Siemann & Rogers, 2003; Zedler Joy 8c Kercher, 2004;
Sicmann 8c Rogers, 2007). Other land-use types may serve
either as dispersal corridors for invasion or as barriers to
invasion (Bradley 8c Mustard, 2006; Flory 8c Clay, 2009;
Bradley, 2010), and of course, changes in land-use patterns
may significantly alter the dispersal of invasive species (Bradley
8c Mustard, 2005; Crowl ct al, 2008; Jarnevich 8c Stohlgren,
2009). As the new field data from the United States Forest

usually overlap (Greene et al, 2004). Chinese tallow is a
wind- and animal-dispersed species (Hukui & Ueda, 1999;

Service become available, they can be incorporated within the
modelling approach we described to lest and improve the

Renne et al, 2000, 2002), and the lognormal dispersal kernel

usefulness of our caricatures of nature.
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